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Workshop title Classroom run-through / micro-teaching

Aims - To consolidate what teachers covered in the previous day’s
sessions.

- To provide a space for teachers to practice, reflect on and receive
feedback on a number of first-lesson activities.

- To lay the foundations for supportive peer observation, covering
the rules, guidelines, etc. so that teachers feel comfortable with
receiving and providing feedback to each other.

Notes This session was influenced by Hughes (2015) peer observation cards -
the session itself is completely different, but the idea of providing
teachers with space to think about what a good peer observer does and
does not do is important and similar to what Hughes puts forward.

Stage Activity Notes

Introduction and aims Provide teachers with an
overview of what is to occur
in the session as well as the
session aims.

Peer observation ground
rules

Remind teachers that their
peers will be their learners
as well as their feedback
providers. Ask them to think
about how they would like to
receive feedback on certain
aspects of their teaching.
Plenary discussion to create
a set of ground rules for
peer observation in general.

Take a photo of what is
boarded and create an A4
poster. Put this in the staff
room and include it as
footnotes in peer
observation tasks.

Micro-teaching feedback
questions

Ask teachers to brainstorm
a list of questions that they
would like teachers to
answer specific to the
activity in their
micro-teaching activity.
Board these.

Micro-teaching 1: Jim I will describe my activity,
then run teachers through
the activity. My activity will
be two truths and a lie. I will
ask teachers for feedback.

Optional: Have three
teachers as learners and
two as observers.

I may decide to remove this
and ask teachers to think
back to diversity bingo and
use this, if time is short.

Micro-teaching 2: P P  will carry out his activity
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and receive feedback.

Micro-teaching 3: D D will carry out his activity
and receive feedback.

Micro-teaching 4: S S will carry out her activity
and receive feedback.

Micro-teaching 5: F F will carry out his activity
and receive feedback.

Micro-teaching 6: A A will carry out his activity
and receive feedback.

Reflection: self-evaluation Teachers complete the
self-evaluation form on the
micro-teaching handout.

Summary: anti-rule Provide teachers with a
summary of the session and
then ask them to provide the
anti-rules for peer
observation.
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Workshop title Induction week summary

Aims To review and revise aspects from the previous sessions in a fun and
relaxed manner.

Notes The board game idea was taken from Hughes (2015), and I thought it
would be a great, fun way to finish induction week. It also highlights a
way in which teachers can carry out formative assessments in their
classes in a dynamic manner. Another important aspect of this session is
the course evaluation, which will be done via Google Forms. The
evaluation will of course be on-going; that is, we will see if issues arise
later on in the term and these will help us diagnose what was missing.

Stage Activity Notes

Introduction and aims Provide teachers with an
overview and the aims of
the session.

Boardgame Put teachers into two
groups. Provide them with
the board game and
equipment. Teachers play
the game.

Boardgame

Presentation of min-prizes Present teachers with
mini-prizes for winning and
participating.

These could be very simple
pieces of food, drinks, etc.

Evaluation of the week Ask teachers to complete
the induction week
evaluation form.

Induction week evaluation

Reflection: takeaways Ask teachers to work
together to identify their
biggest takeaways from the
week.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e2JRlv08-y841nyUQUc5RLj6DFPgtyi8/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScbU_Dqk65rmeuoPfgQCvROQzx7w8PHn62gakCF4skjvgFjgA/viewform

